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Introduction 
I have put this guide together to help people take that 
first step forward. I hope to get you past, the many 
hurdles that arise. If somebody had simply said, “if you do 
it like this, then it’s that simple”. I spent hours of trying 
different interfaces and learning SOIC. However, nothing 
compares to the simplicity of Mobiflight and the 
versatility of the Arduino mega.  

There are lot of experts and like minded people out 
there, who I hope will read this, update, correct and make 
it even easier to understand. Please feel free to email if 
you need hi res drawings, pictures or corrections at:- 

Karl.Clarke@Hotmail.com  

MobiFlight 
This is quite straight forward, once the arduino software 
has been initially installed. Start up mobiflight and plug in 
the arduino mega. Mobiflight will detect the card and ask 
to install its software (basically an arduino sketch). The 
mega can be converted back to arduino use at any time. 
For any more detail, visit the Mobiflight website which has 
great tutorials.  

Versatility: servo’s, led , encoderd etc 

Once the card is ready, it’s time to start selecting and 
inputing values. I started by adding one item at a time 
which allowed me to get the values correct and  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MobiFlight


Download Mobiflight at:-  

WWW.MobiFlight.com  

My Software 

FSUIPC  

Prepar3d  

PMDG 737 (Now PROSIM 737) 

737 

I started off with PMDG 
737, this is great software at a 
great price and very capable. It 
started my obsession with 
building my own Sim. From that 
very first parking brake light to 
now, where I have almost every 
panel linked. 

I have met a lot of people in the 
sim world now that say you can 
not build a full size sim using this 
software. I personally, think it will 
get you 80% of the way. And 
anything you create using it, can 
simply be reprogrammed at a 
later date, if you think you need 
more from another programme. 

  

 737 DIY MCP GUIDE 

USING ARDUINO MEGA & MOBIFLIGHT 
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Arduino Mega 2560 

Initially, I had an Arduino Uno and a Nano. Both appeared to work with MobiFljight, but I realised that 
many more I/O (Inputs/Outputs) were needed for my application. I discovered the Arduino Mega while 
using the Mobiflight website.  

When I started, I bought several Genuine Arduino Mega cards at version 1.  However , I soon learned 
that sometimes they refused to operate periodically. A quick google search revealed a flaw in the card 
and I have now updated all my cards to the 16AU R3 version.  I no longer use the older cards and have 
removed them from my sim despite them being genuine Arduino Mega’s.  

From that point on, I bought 3 Sainsmart Mega cards (They are good quality, but there are much 
cheaper ones available on ebay).  

I also bought 5 cheap mega 2560 16UA R3 cards from china on ebay for £5.80 each. I have found that 
quality varies greatly. Some have misaligned connectors and every now and then I have found an output 
which is permanently stuck on or refuses to work.  

Despite this I now own 10 Sainsmart and 15 cheap ones found from ebay. All seem to be working very 
well on my full size sim. 
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Arduino Pins


In the beginning I had each 7 segment display using 3 pins each of the Arduino. At that rate, 
it would have needed a lot of interface cards. I soon learned that the 7 segment displays 
could be daisy chained and all 5 units controlled by just 3 pins on the Arduino (in-fact you 
can daisy chain up to 8).  

The only Pins that don't appear to work at the moment with Mobi Flight are the 13 Analogue 
pins. This has had no effect on my sim as of yet. 
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The Squirmy World of 7 Segment 
Displays 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These are amazing little things and put the biggest smile on my 
face when I finally got them working. However, they have nearly 
bought me to tears, and literally hundreds of hours of fault 
finding.  

I tried several variants from ebay. This is where I learned the 
quality really does depend on who you buy from. Make no 
mistake, I went cheap from china and it took several attempts to 
find the right one. The biggest problem I found, was that they 
worked fine individually, but some just refused to daisy chain. 
Push on the PCB and it would work fine. Release the pressure and 
utter disaster. Some just decided they would rather heat up and 
burn out. 

Here’s some tips on buying the right MAX7219:-  

•Ensure it has 5 pins at both ends to allow daisy chaining.  

•Look for the units that have the display units with sockets rather 
than soldered. This will allow you to split the displays and place 
them where ever you want by using additional wiring.  

•Its great when you also find the ones that come with the PCB 
mounting screws and stand offs included.  

•Buy in Bulk 

7 Segment 
Colour 

During my 
prototyping and my 
build of version 1 
MCP, I was not 
bothered about the 
colour of the LED 
segments, as this 
was just a prototype 
to see if it would 
even work. It was 
more a matter of 
getting it done 
cheaply and 
effectively. Red is 
the most common 
colour and readily 
available. 

However as time 
progressed, I 
discovered other 
colours. Blue and 
Yellow/Amber 
depending on your 
preference. I now 
have a blue MCP, 
but also have the 
option of yellow as I 
bought multiple 
colours, recently. 
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Once I found the right supplier of MAX7219, I bought in bulk, 20 in fact, at an incredibly cheap 
price and free shipping. Your going to need plenty of these when you move from the MCP to 
radios and other panels. It also means you have spare for when you find an unserviceable one.  

Below is a picture of how to daisy chain the 7 segment displays. I 
connected the 5V and ground to an external power supply. The 
DIN, CS & CLK then get connected to the Mega. You may notice 
that there is only 5 units, but you can connect upto 8 from 3 
Arduino pins. (I only used 5 for my first MCP)  

Each Max7219 board is capable of pulling 170mA each, and the 
Ardunio website recommends an external power supply using 3 
or more boards. Of course all the 7 digit displays are not actually 
on at the same time and not all the digits are used, lowering the 
power consumption considerably. 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“How Many 
MAX7219  

  Boards, Do I 
Actually Need    
for an MCP” 

-VERSION 1 USED 5 BOARDS 

-VERSION 2 USED 3 BOARDS

Common Ground 

Please note: You must connect the ground cable from the 7 segment boards, 
the external power supply and the Arduino board for everything to work 
correctly. 

mailto:karl.Clarke@Hotmail.com
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“TIPS & TRICKS OF 7 SEGMENT BOARDS”
• Use a dedicated 5V power supply, and not from the Arduino itself. Relying on the 

Arduino to power any more than three daisy chained 7 segment boards causes 
data errors and power loss between the boards. 

• Do not try and daisy chain the power and ground between boards. I found that the 

voltage drops between each board until they stop working. 

• I found the maximum length of cable from the Arduino to the first 7 segment 
board (DIN, CS & CLK) can be no longer 60cm. Otherwise errors set in. I have tried 

single strand, multiple strand and different CSA which makes no difference.           
The shorter the distance, the more reliable they become. 

• Keep the distance between the daisy chaining boards to a minimum. 
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Test, Test & Test Again!

One 7 Segment Board two different 
displays 

With the detachable 
displays, you can also 
use one unit for two 
displays. Each display 
having 8 figures. So, in 
my case, I used the first 
four to display the 
CAPT Course and the 
second four, to display 
the FO course. These 
being connected by 
wires from the the PCB 

to the display units. This is why its good to have detachable units. 
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Always test your 7 segments in the configuration your going to use before putting 
them into anything. This includes the length or the cables, the amount you wish to 

daisy chain. 

Are you still having problems with strange digits after all this? One final thing to 
check is the power at the last 7 segment unit. Ensure its at 5V. If not adjust your 

power supply until it reads 5V. “CAREFULLY!”

Did You know? Digit Size does not matter! 

The MAX7219, 7 Segment LED Displays usually comes with two, 4 digit LED display units. 
However, you can use 8 Single digits, 4 Double digits or 1 (5 Digit) and 1 (3 Digit). 

For my MCP, I used 3 MAX7219 boards with QTY 5, 5 Digit Displays using 3 max 7219 
boards. 

When buying different 7 segment displays for max 7219 
boards, they must be common cathode!
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PIN OPERATION PIN OPERATION

1L PART E ANODE 1R PART E ANODE

2L PART D ANODE 2R PART D ANODE

3L PART D.POINT 3R PART D.POINT

4L PART C ANODE 4R PART C ANODE

5L PART G ANODE 5R PART G ANODE

6L DIGIT 4 CATHODE 6R DIGIT 8 CATHODE

7L PART B ANODE 7R PART B ANODE

8L DIGIT 3 CATHODE 8R DIGIT 7 CATHODE

9L DIGIT 2 CATHODE 9R DIGIT 6 CATHODE

10L PART F ANODE 10R PART F ANODE

11L PART A ANODE 11R PART A ANODE

12L DIGIT 1 CATHODE 12R DIGIT 5 CATHODE
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The Power Supply Debate
A lot of People have stated that, they are running up to 30 max 
7219 boards direct off there Arduino Mega Board. However from 
my personal experience, running all those LED’s, 7 segment 
display’s and encoders is just too much from the arduino mega. I 
tried at first, but strange things started to happed, I would turn an 
encoder and the whole unit would switch off and restart. Very 
annoying at best. The other fault was that the 7 segment displays 
started to indicate gibberish. This was all fixed by wiring the 
encoders and 7 segment dispalys to an external 5v power source.  

This is the unit I went for from ebay. Cost around £5 and keeps the 
voltage steady regardless of load.  

http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/31-Types-Switch-Power-Supply-
Driver-5-12-24-48V-1-2-3-10-15-20-30-40-50-60-70A-/
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Connecting a 3 digit & 5 digit 7 segment display to a single 
8 digit max 7219 board

Max 7219 
PCB Pin 
Number

3 Digit 
Display

5 Digit 
Display

Max 7219 
PCB Pin 
Number

3 Digit 
Display

5 Digit 
Display

1 Left Pin 1 1 Right Pin 1

2 Left Pin 2 2 Right Pin 2

3 Left Pin 3 3 Right Pin 3

4 Left Pin 4 4 Right Pin 4

5 Left Pin 5 5 Right Pin 5

6 Left Pin 14 6 Right Pin 8

7 Left Pin 7 7 Right Pin 9

8 Left Pin 8 8 Right Pin 6

9 Left Pin 9 9 Right Pin 10

10 Left Pin 10 10 Right Pin 12

11 Left Pin 11 11 Right Pin 13

12 Left Pin 12 12 Right Pin 11
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Configuring the 7 segment displays with PMDG.  

I have removed all the config screens for PMDG from 
version 1 of this guide because the Mobiflight website has 
created many step by step tutorials and you can watch how 
to programme them on YouTube as follow along. 

As I have made the switch from PMDG to Prosim, I have 
forgotten how to programme mobiflight with respect to 
PMDG. I receive a lot of emails on how to this and how to 
achieve that with PMDG. I can not remember and the your 
questions are probably best answered by the Pro’s over on 
the MobiFlight Forum should you need to do so. 

The build of the MCP is yet to be added…………… 
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FSUIPC OFFSETS 

You are going to need 
these in order to tell 
mobiflight what it’s looking 
for in FSUIPC. A quick 
Google search and look for 
an attached PDF file. Print 
and use.  

PMDG OFFSETS 

PMDG offsets are different 
to the standard FSUIPC 
ones. Again your going to 
need this list if you are 
using PMDG.  

PMDG Event ID’s  

Yet another list of 
essential data, this time 
primarily for inputting 
data. Google and print.  
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